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　　　Teacher　to　Researcher　Chrysalid　Shift：
EdD　P叩il　as　Pupa　Anticipating　Metamorphosis
　　　My　odyssey　is　of　international　proportions；Iam　an　Australian　living　in　Japan，
where　1　attend　an　American　university．　Before　1　embarked　on　this　global　quest，　I　was
required　to　check－in　my　belongings．1　now　present　my　personal　effects　fbr　inspection
prior　to　my　next　metamorphic　departure．
　　　My　baggage　fbr　this　voyage　is　Iny　current　alliallce　with　a　version　of　the
postpositivist　paradigm，　or　perspective，　espoused　by　Phi11ips（2005）who　described　it
as：
　　　　virtually　indistinguishable　from　common　sense．　We　inhabit　a　real　world，　in
　　　　which　there　are　casual　interactions；we　inquire　in　order　to　acquire　genuine
　　　　（warranted）understanding　of　this　world－－and　to　acquire，　also，　trustworthy
　　　　㎞owledge　about　the　mechanisms　and　causa1血ctors　at　work　so　that　we　can　act
　　　　or　intervene　to　achieve　our　worthwhile　human　purposes．　The　knowledge　we
　　　　acquire　may　be　fallible，　but　we　are　justified▲n　be1▲eving　and　acting　upon　the
　　　　most　rigorously　produced　knowledge　that　is　available，　until　something　better
　　　　（more　justified　or　warranted）comes　along　to　replace　it．（P．55）
Phillips’s（2005）push　fbr　competent　inquiry　suggested　a　clear　description　of
the　steps　taken，　also，　it　specified　thaビresearch　instnlments，　questions、　interview
protocols，　and　the　Iike，　are　presented　fbr　inspection．　Above　all，　clarity　and　rigor　in
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argumentation　are　vital－fbr　then　the　inquirer’s　train　ofreasoning　can　be　assessed”
（p，56），Phillips（1990）stated，‘‘加m　the　point　of　view　of　the　new　nonf（）undationalist
epistemology，　there　is　little　diffbrence　between　qualitative　and　quantitative　inquiry”
（P．35）．
　　　This　paper　fbcuses　on　perspectivism，　which　is　the　acceptance　of　d▲fferent
legltimate　ways　of　ullderstanding　reality，　truths，　and　know▲ng　truth（Paul，2005）．
℃1’iticisM，　however，　includes　but　also　extends　beyond　the　perspective　in　which　the
research　is　conducted．”（Pau1，2005，　p．　vi）．“Perspective－based　critique　involves
employing　a　point　of　view，　a　set　of　values，　and　assumptions　that　may　be　different
f｝om　those　of　the　studジ（Paul，2005，　p，　vi）、　Furthermore，“all　authoritative　texts
are　strengthened　by　critique　from　different　perspectives”（Paul，2005，　p．　vi）．
Additionally，　Phillips（1990）stated　that　good　work（both　qua1itative　and　quantitative）
should　be“objective，　in　the　sense　that　it　has　been　opened　up　to　criticism，　and　the
reasons　and　evidence　offered　in　both　cases　will　have　withstood　serious　scrutiny”（p，
35）．
　　　This　paper　represents　a　tentative　step　towards　my　fUture　goal　of　designing　and
conducting　mixed　methods　research、　My　inspiration　drives　an　on－going，　personal，
cathartic　experience　that　has　not　been　without　its　challenges．　At　present，　I　am　ha】f－
way　through　the　course　work　ofan　EdD　program．1　am　now　anticipating　researching、
selecting　a　topic，　designing，　and　writing　my　fUtUre　EdD　dissertation，　In　other　words，
1　am　musing　over　an　absorbing　question：How　should　I　go　about　accomplishing　this
monumental　undertaking？Most　of　my　immediate　community，　my　classmates，　are
in　similar　sitUations　and　have　not　been　through　this　process　befbre．　Where　should
I　turn　for　relevant　and　practical　advice？Initially，　as　I　prefer　selfiregulated　heuristic
tec㎞iques，1　propose　to　turn　to　the　recently　published　literature　related　to　this　topic．
Three　studies　are　summarized　and　critiqued，　Certain　simiIarities　are　interwoven
throughout　these　studies：all　described　women　who　were　working　towards
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qualitative　inquiry－R）cllsed　PhD　djssertations　in　Faculties　ofEducatiolll　all　expressed
perspec亡ive　transfonmations；and　all　conducted　research　on　at　least　two　levels．　Thus，
the　three　iLdretamoi－phosis　sumniaries　are　subdivided　into　two　categories：Peノ：s）vectives
and　Levets．
Metamorphosis　One：Hanrahan，　Cooper，　and　Burroughs－Lange（1999）－An
Exemptar　of　the　Interpretive　and　Narrative　Perspective
∫〃〃’川αり，
ノ〕ヒ”spec’tives
　　　Hanrahan，　Cooper，　and　Burroughs－Lange’s（1999）narrative　study　described
Mary’s（the　first　author’s）science　education　research　journey　from　traditional
‘scientific－based’research　to　writing　an　avant－garde　multilevel　narrative　in叩iry．
Along　the　way，　Mary　discovered　her　personal　transformation　was　not　as　easy　as
the　short，　quantitative　research－based　PhD　thesis　she　originally　envisaged．　Mary’s
change　was　inspired　by　the　unanswered　ques白ons　that　accumulated　the　more　she
read．　Mary’s　unprecedented　transfbrmation　was　in　direct　opposition　to　the　staid
Faculty　of　Educatlon　quantitative　research　mandate　at　Queensland　University　of
Technology，　Australia．
Levels
　　　Hanrahan　et　ars（1999）study　was　written　on　two　levels：science　education
and　narrative．　The　narrative　was　divided　into　two　voices．　The　flrst　voice，　Mary’s，
was　persona1，　su句ectlve、　and　qualitative　inquiry－fbcused．　The　second　voice，　a
metalevel　fusion　of　all　three　authors，　was　collaborative，　o切ective，　quantitative
research一衣）cused，　provided　a　more　conventional　llterature　review，　and　represented　a
commentary　in　a　Greek　chorus　styie．
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Critigite
　　　The　／ntei・national／b～’rna！（～∫ρt’alitative　Stttd↓es　in　E‘～ttcation　website　guidehnes
fbr　submission　are　contradictory．　On　one　hand，　they　require　manuscripts　to　confbrm
to　the　Pt‘bticatior～Aイdnttal（～∫the／linei’ican　P呪v〔⊃ノrologica／Asso（1icttion（APA）（2002）
rules、　while，　on　the　other　hand、　they　insist　that　uppercase　letters　in　titles　should
be　usedΨω・∫ηgカノ．　The　outcome　was　an　unconventiona川ower－case　letter　style
f｛）rHanrahan　et　a1．（1999）study「s　title、　LLThe　place　of　personal　writing　in　a　PhD
thesis：epistemological　and　methodological　considerations，”which　did　not　adhere
to　APA（2002）guidelines．　However，　on　the　positive　side，　the　study’s　title　referred
to　the　central　phenomenon，　the　person，　and　the　site　under　study，　and　was　therefbre
effective，
　　　Hanrahan　et　a1．’s（1999）study　was　atypical　of　the　narrative　genre．　This　style　is
unique　in　that　it　employed　two　voices：one　personal　and　one　collaborative．　Marジs
personal，　subjective　voice　displayed　bias　openly、　even　against　other　fbrms　of
qualitative　inquiry，　for　example，　ethnography，　which　she　condemned　as　not　leading
to　change　in　schools．　However，　the　collaborative　voice　was　moreψjective　and
‘quantitative－like．’
　　　The　literature　review　was　presented　by　the　second　collaborative　voice，
Unfbrtunately，　it　was　brief　and　stratified　into　five　sections（scientific　Inethod；two
levels　of　research；narrative　inquiry；journal　writing　and　conceptual　shifts；and
reflections　and　conclusions）．　This　stratification　of　the　Iiterature　review　reduced
cohesion．
　　　The　framework、　interpretive　and　narrative　perspective，　was　suitable　and
consistent．　The　methods，　primarily　narratives　in　two　voices，　with　some　inclusion
of　action　research　and　grounded　theory，　were　suitable　to　the　framework．　The
concluslons　of　the　study　were　justified，　in　that，　Mary　evolved　fU11　circle；initially　she
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had　a　traditiona1」scientific－based’perspective．　Eventually、　she　achieved　what　she
thought　was　illitially　impossible　to　do；she　proposed　and　wrote　a　PhD　dissertat▲on
using　a　personal　voice．　In　the　process　Mary　achieved　the　two　objectives　she
visualized　as　a　novice　PhD　candidate：she　produced　new　knowledge，　and　conducted
ethical　research，　The　study　was　well　written　with　diverse，　but　complementary
Imlltilevels　of　two（su切ective　and　objective）voices．　Hanrahan　et　al．’s（1999）
ref≧｝rence　to　the　Inandated　perspective　as‘‘traditional　exper▲mentar’（P．401）．‘」mono－
paradigrnatic　account”（P．401），“standard　moder’（P．401），　and　L‘traditional　scienti五c
mode1”（p．401），　were　relevant　in　her　staunchly　quantitative　research　context．　Her
presentation　of　a“non－traditional　qualitative　proposal”（P，402）encapsulated　her
challenge　to　metamorphose　not　only　herself，　but　also　her　Faculty　members．
Metamorphosis　Two：Evans（2000）：An　Exemplar　of　the　Interpretive　and
Narrative　Perspective
Sumntal：y
Pe’－spec’ives
　　　Evan’s（2000）narrative　study　described　Pauline’s（the　author’s）nursery
education　research　progression伽m‘ 垂盾唐奄狽奄魔奄唐香fvia　postpositivism　on　the　way　to
postmodemism　Pauline’s　passage　was　fraught　with　doubts，　representation　crisis　and
seesawing　between‘science’and‘literature’on　her　way　to　writing　a　PhD　thesis．　TWo
ofPauhne’sbiggest　challenges　were　the　use　ofvoice　and　experience，　both　personally，
by　putting　herself（the　first　person　T）into　the　text，　and　how　she　portrayed　others，
by　reporting，　representing，　and　evoking　responses．　As　a　response　to　the　challenges
of　describing　voice　and　experience　in　a　text，　Pauline　adopted‘altemative’ №?獅窒?刀@to
those　usually　espoused　ln　social　sciences．　Pauline’s　trans允㎜ation　occuπed　in　the
Faculty　ofEducation　ofatertlary　education　institution　ill　the　Ullited　Kingdom、
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Lev’els
　　　Evans’s（2000）study　was　written　on　two　levels：the　research　process　and
biography．　The　biography　was　fUrther　subdivided　illto　two　selves．　The　6rst　self　was
‘scientific、’ 垂盾唐狽垂盾唐奄狽奄魔奄唐煤A　o切ective，　and　written　ill　the　third　person，　The　second
self　was‘dramatlc，う 垂盾唐狽高盾р?窒獅奄唐煤A　su句ective，　and　written　in　the　nrst　person．　The
two　selves　were　separate，　yet　intertwined，　threads．　The　two　selves　were　visually
represented　as　two　distinct　columns，（inspired　by　Den’ida，1974，　cited　in　Bvans，
2000）on　either　side　of　the　pages，　and　utilized　ditTerent　fbnts．　The　combination　of
postpositivist　and　postmodernist　modes，　and　rhetorical　devices　including　bar　graphs
and　poetry，　combined　to　create　a’‘textUal　pastiche”（Dickens，1994、　c▲ted　in　Evalls，
2000，p．279），“congruent　with　a　postlnodem　sensibility”（Evans，2000、　p．279）．
Evans（2000｝round．ed　off　her　study　with　a‘Postscript’rather　than　a℃onchlsion．’
Critigue
　　　The　Jnte〃’iationalノ∂～〃’nal（？f’Social　ReseaJ’chル（ethodolog．v　website　guidehnes　fbr
submission　make　no　re　fe　rence　to　titles　fbllowing　APA　rules　onlsing　capitalizatioll
sparingly．　The　title　used　an　unconventional　iower－case　letter　style　fbr　Evans’s（2000）
study，“Boundary　oscillations：epistemological　and　genre　transf（）rlnation　during
the‘methoぱof　thesis　writing”which　did　not　adhere　to　APA（2002）guidelines．
However，　on　the　positive　side，　the　studヅs　title　referred　to　the　central　phenomenon、
the　person，　and　the　site　under　study，　and　was　therefbre　ef琵ctive．
　　　Evan’s（1999）study　was　atypical　ofthe　narrative　genre．　This　style　is　unique　in
that　it　narrated　in　two　modes　of　selves：one　Lscientific’and　one‘dramatic，’Pauline’s
scientific　self　was　postpositivistic，　distam，　ohjective，　and　written　as　a　third　persoll
nalTative．　Pauline’s　dramatic　self　was　postmodernistic，　personal，　subjective，　and
written　as　a　first　person　narrative．　The　two　selves　were　represented　in　the　dissertation
as　two　separate　co［umns　using　different　fbnts．　This　innovative　style　may　be
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discollcerting　to　some　readers．
　　　The　literature　review　was　not　so　extensive、　or　cohesive．　Rather、　references　were
scattered　throughout　the　l　4　subsections　of　the　stud》乙Unfbrtunately、　thls　separation
ofthe　literature　review　reduced　cohesion，
　　　The　framework，　interpretive　and　narrative　perspective，　was　suitable　and
consistent．　The　methods，　primahly　narratives　in　two　se｝ves，　were　suitable　to　the
framework．　Pauline　also　perceived　the　act　of　writing　as　a　method　unto　itself　The
concluslons　of　tlle　study　were　non－existent，　in　that，　Pauline’s　use　of　a　postscript
implied　the　study’s　unresolved　nature，　and　was　lncluded　to　inspire　others　to　explore
possibilities　of　expression　in　their　own　written　texts．　Pauline　resolved　her　dilemma
of　meshing　her　postpositivist　experiences（she　used　to　teach　science）with　her
postmodernist　experiences（she　used　to　study　drama　as　a　minor　su切ect　at　teacher’s
college，　and　sti11　enjoys　it　as　a　hobby）．
　　　Eventually，　afモer　a　lot　of　doubtfUl　and　crisis－laden　seesawing　between　extremes
she　fbund　a　compromise　through　the　method　of　wrτ’ing　her　narrative　dissertation，
Pauline’s　use　of　the　terms‘positivist，’‘science’versus‘1itera加re，’and‘altemative’
genres，　display　her　su句ective　blas　underlying　the　nomenclature　of　these　concepts，
Possibly　her　previous　held　position　as　a　science　teacher　influenced　this　labeling．
Metamorphosis　Three：Vaughan（2005）：An　Exemplar　of　Collage　Research
－AHybrid　of　Arts－Based　Educational　Research（ABER）and　Practice－Led
Research
SltM〃tat：v
Pel‘spectives
　　　Vaughan’s（2005）collage　approach　study　described　Kathleen’s（the　author’s）
educationai　research　joumey　that　involved　a　search　for　a　method　that　would　combine
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her　visual　arts　background　with　linguistic　expression．　Collage　was　proposed　by
Vaughan（2005）as　a　method　from　f］ne　arts　practice　that　could　be　coupled　with　a
postmodern　epistemology．　Her　inclusion　of　practice－led　research，　which　has　been
prominent　ill　the　United　Kingdom（but　llot　espoused　in　North　American　literature），
was　coupled　with　ABER．　Collage，　coming　from　the　French　la蔓lguage　fbr　bglued
work’was　proposed　as　suitable　particularly　fbゴLfeminist，　postlnodern、　postcolonia】
inquiry”（Vaughan，2005，　p．1）．　Collage　represented　a　boarderlands　epistemology
（Harding，1996、　cited　in　Vaughan，2005）where　many　distinctive　understandings
are　valued　and　nondominant　fbrms　of　kllowing，　that　is，　visual　arts，　are　employed．
Kathleeパs　search　was　undertakell　in　the　Faculty　of　Education、　Ydrk　University，
Tdronto．　Canada．
Levels
　　　Vaughan’s（2005）study　represented　the　amalgamation　of　two　levels：theory
（ABER），　and　practice（Practice－Led　Research）．　The　consolidation　of　theory　and
practice　into　collage　as　a　new，　innovative　method　challenged　blases　held　by　others
such　as　Thompson（2000）：
　　　　Why　should　any　fUlly　engaged　anist　worthy　of　the　name，　ofwhatever　age，　wish
　　　　to　return　to　university　or　art　college　in　order　to　spend　six　years　studying　fbr　a
　　　‘‘practice－based　PhD？Why，　exactly，　would　they　want　to　do　that？（p．35，　cited　in
　　　Vaughan，2005，p．2）
Critigue
　　　The∫nte’・national／bl’1・ηα1（～ノ1ρualitative　Aイethods　website　guidelines　fbr
submission　specify　the　use　of　the　APA　stylistic　rules．　which　specify　capitalization　of
major　words　in　titles，　Vaughan’s（2005）title，’‘Pieced　together：Collage　as　an　artisピs
method　fbr　interdisciplinary　research’叫did　not　adhere　to　APA（2002．）guidelines．
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However，　on　the　pos垣ve　side、　the　study’s　title　referred　to　the　central　phenomenon，
the　person、　and　the　site　under　study，　and　was　therefbre　eff＞ctive．
　　　Vaughaパs（2005）study　was　atypical　of　ABER，　which　is　used　in　the　North
American　context．　Vaughaゴs　study　is　ulllque　in　that　it　employed　two　ievels：
balancing　visual　with　lillguistic　expression．　and　theory（ABER）with　practice
（Practice－Led　Research）．　This　interdisciplinarity　of　multiple　strands　combined　into
the　innovative　inethod　of　collage　has　to　be　apPlauded、　Phillips（2005）emphasized
that“Research　has　epistenlic　goa／s’？（p．264）．　However，　Vaughan’s（2005）study　is
questionable　in　that　it　seems　to　lack　eplstemic　goals．　Vaughan’s　study　was　inspired
by　a　photograph　collection　of　the　author’s　father．　Kathleen　was　inspired　to　create　a
three－dimensiona工collage　of’unwearable’attire，　which　included　a　parka　made　of
silk，　cotton、　and　dogwood．
　　　The　literature　review　was　clear　and　well　presented．　The　background　to　the　more
familiar（for　North　America）ABER　and　the　less　well　known（for　North　America）
Practice－Led　Research　was　covered　adequately．
　　　The　framework，　the　postmodem　perspective，　was　suitable　and　consistent．　The
method，　conage，　was　suitable　to　the廿amework．　The　conclusions　of　the　study　were
justified，　in　that，　Kathleen　perceived　the　collage　method　as　a　possible　new　directlon
f〈〕rqualitatlve　research．　However，　Kathleeピs　inquiry　might　not　be　defined　as
research　as　defined　by　Phillips（2005）who　stated’‘〈1∂ごeve’ッvα／uable　inte〃e‘・tua／
endeavor　has　toろe　cast　iil　tノ）eノ～）rm　of　resea’℃ん∫”（P．263）．　One　of　the　questions
Vaughan（2005）did　pose　was　‘’What　does　art　know？”Unfortunately，　this　question
was　unallswered　in　this　study．　Indeed，　in　reference　to　claims，‘‘ifthey　are　not　testabie，
they　are　not　the　claims　of　a　researcher”（Phillips，2005，　p．264）．　The　unanswered
claim　of‘what　art　knows’needs　to　be　examined　fUrther．
　　　Vaughan（2005）wanted　to　construct　and　generate　knowledge，　while
also　identifying　herself　as　arnongst　the　L‘individllals　interested　in　d▲scussing
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epistemological、　ontological，　axiological　and　methodological　intricacies　of　claiming
astudy　as　arts－based”（Piatanida，　McMahon，＆Garman、2003，　cited　in　Vaughan，
2005．p．4）．　Discussion　ofthese　issues　did　occur　in　Vaughan’s（2005）study，　however，
as　the　collage　method　has　an　exploratory　nature　and　is　in　its　infancy，　more　study　into
this　area　ofresearch　is　wa皿anted．
　　　Vaughan’s（2005）study　is　a　biographical　collage　representation　ofher　tate
father．　However，　the　essential　points　ofabiography　are　often　diffbrent　to　the　essential
points　ofresearch．　As　Phillips（2005）concluded，‘‘the　desiderata　fbr　autobiographies
are　not　the　same　as　the　desiderata　fbr　research！”（p．265）．
Conclusion
　　　Aresolution　of　semantics　is　vitally　needed、　Hanrahan　et　al．’s（1999｝reference
to　the　mandated　perspective　as‘traditional　experimentaP，‘mono－paradigmatic
account’ C‘ 唐狽≠獅р≠窒п@moder，‘tradltional　scient面c　mode1’，　Evan’s（2000）reference　to
‘positivism’、‘ 垂盾唐奄狽奄魔奄唐狽奄メ@framework’，‘ 垂盾唐奄狽奄魔奄唐狽奄メ@paradigm’，　and　Vaughan’s（2005）
re飴rence　to　the‘Western　positivist　paradigm’are　archaic　and　misleading．　As　Pau1
（2005）stated　positivism　is　finished，　we　now　live　in　a　world　afler，　or　post，　positivism；
iビis　no　longer　accepted　as　a　philosophy　of　science”（p．1）．　Postpositivism　is　a
contemporary　perspective　that　has　multiple　forms．
“Th～，α〃eηnatiVe　is‘whos～alternative？
　　　On　the　other　hand，　references　such　as　Hanrahan’s（1999）Lnon－traditional
qualitative　proposar，　and　Evan’s（2000）Lscience　versus　literature’、勺alternative
genres’，　are　erroneous．　Previously，　referring　to　the　alternative　was　warranted．
However，　in　the　new　millennium，1　feel‘the　alternative’is　so㎞11y　entrenched　that
it　is　a　misnomer　and　delneaning　to　label　these　rich　and　diverse　qualitative　inquirles
as　such　anymore．　Qualitative　inquiries　are血Ily－fledged　and　established，　to　m▲slabel
them　as　hon－traditiona1’or‘alternative’undemiines　their　true　statUs　and　kudos．
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　　　The　diverse　richness　of　the　three　metamorphic　studies　sunlmarized　and　critiqued
in　this　paper　seem　to　be　answerlng　Duke　and　Beck’s（1999）call　in　their　artlcle，
‘‘
dducation　Should　Consider　Altemative　Forn〕ats五〕r　the　Dissertation．’プDuke　and
Beck（1999）concluded　thaピblt　is　incunlbellt　uPOII　this　field　to　adapt　the　dissertation
to　nleet　the　professional　delnands　faced　by　its　menlbers　and　thus　to　make　the　best
possible　use　of　this　en（luring　institution”（p．35）．　These　three　studles　represent
progressive　adaptions　that　assist　in　achieving　a　malntenance　of　healthy　balance　in
educational　research．
　　　Without　the　death　of　positivism／10gical　positivism／logical　empiricism，　and
the　rise　of　postpositivisln，　we　might　live　ln　a　bland　pre－1950s－like　world　with　no
research　alternatives．丁he　positivist　monopoly　was　justifiably　broken　Inainly　by　the
seminal　work　oftwo　luminaries：Quine（1951，cited　in　Pau］、2005）and　PopPer（1959，
cited　in　PauL　2005），　The　replacement　was　a　duopoly　represented　by　the　quantitative－
qualitative　divide．　Rorty（1979，　cited　in　Zammito，2004）coined　the‘lingu▲stic　tUrn，’
which　was　fbl［owed　by　the　rhetorical，　inte叩retive，　cultural，　and　practice　turns．　This
separatism，　or　dualism，　was　perpetuated　by　Linco［n　and　Gしlba’s（1994，　cited　in
Gunzenhauser＆Gerstl－Pepin、2006）natUralistic　inquiry　and　Lincoln　and　G　lba’s
（1985、1994，2000，cited　in　Gunzenhauser＆Gerstl－Pepin，2006）constructivist
inquiry．　The　naturalistic／constructivistic　inquiry　ternis　coined　by　Lincoln　and　Guba
were　reduced　down　by　others　who　dubbed　them　qualitative　inq面ry．　Even　though
Lincoln　and　Guba’s　original　intentions　were　aimlng　tk）r　diversity　of　perspectives，
instead，　we　were　len　with　a　co㎜on［y－perceived　duopolistic　divided　binary．
　　　To　counter　this　reductionism，　we　should　review　and　know　the　essence　of　both
qualitat▲ve　and　quantitatjve　research　by“taking　coursework　in　quantitative　and
qualitative　methods、　by　reading　published　studies，　and　by　participating　in　actual
research　pr句ects’「Creswe11，2007，　p．28．“Also，　because　diverse　approaches　to
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qualitative　research　exist、　ranging　from　diffbrent　philosophical　assumptions　to
postmodern　perspectives　to　var▲ous　procedural　apProaches．　the　basics　of　qualitative
research　especially　need　to　be　reviewed”Creswell，2007、　p．28．　Indeed，　this　is
exactly　what　I　have　been　trying　to　undertake　in　this　class　during　this　semester，　and　in
this　paper．
F～伽ぞ，’Eme’9～ng　Out－／dentity　ctn‘《Pe／jspectives
　　　Ihave　changed　from　being　a　qualitatlve　inquily－f（）cused　teacher／researcher　to
aParadigm　Phyrronist、　or　delaying　judgment，　and　now　to　a　postpositivist　research－
fbcused（the　vers▲on　espoused　by　Phillips、2005｝teacher／researcher．　As　my　f威ure
interests　lie　in　mixed　methods　research，　my　current　positioning　is　tentative．
Eventually，　I　may　opt　fbr　Paradigm　Eclectlcism　in　the　fUtUre　to　achieve　my　mixed
methods　research　goals．
　　　My　fUture　EdD　dissertation　is　one　product　of　rny　efforts．　In　the　interdisciplinary
area　of　education，　there　are　many　influences　that　shape　the　chrysalis．　Beyond
merely　the　EdD　dissertation　itse1£which　is　a　mammoth　undertaking、　there　is　an
even　larger　scale，　where　I　will　be　metarnorphosed廿om　a　teacher　into　a　researcher
The　EdD　dissertation　is　one　of　the　rites　of　passage　in　between．　However，　there　are
many　other　steps　to　consider：the　rest　of　my　course　work，　writing　papers　fbr　those
classes，　taking　the　comprehensive　examination，　integrating　into　the　community
and　f（）rming　a　network　fbr　conferences，　presentations，　and　pubhcations，　working
with　an　academic　advisor／s　on　my　thesis，6nding　a　topic，　researching　the　topic　by
examining　relevant　literature、　distilling　research　questlons　or　hypotheses，　defending
my　proposal，　collecting　data，　analyzing　data，　writing　the　dissertatlon，　and　defending
the　dissertation．　There　is　a　plethora　of　elements　involved，　The　researching，　selection
of　a　topic，　designing，　and　writing　my　fUture　EdD　dissertation　are　but　fbur　of　the
important　elements　on　this　personal　metamorphic　joumey．
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　　　Eve加ually，　one　of　lny　ultimate　goals　as　is　to　spread　my　researcher－butterfly
wings　and　fly．　However，　befbre　I　can　achieve　this　I　must　go　through　an　identity
change　ofmy　personal　being．　Patience　is　a　virtue　to　be　revered　at　this　developmental
stage．　As　the　educator　and　writer，　William　Du　Bois’s（n．d．）caveat　warned，“A
budding　writer［researcher］could　not　emerge　fi’om　his［her］chrysalis　too　soon∴
　　　Examining　perspectives　is　a　diverse　and　intensive　undertaking，　including
the　consideration　of　common　elements　like　ontology，　eplstelnology，　axlology，
methodology．　and　rhetoric（Creswel1，2007）．　Examining　my　personal　perspectives
has　been　an　eye－opening　and　revealing　experience．　In　a　sense，　up　until　now，　I　have
been　teaching　with　my　eyes　shut　to　this；aselfLimposed　physical　challenge　and
quite　a　feat　indeed1　My　o切ective　is　to　be　a　researcher　with　my　eyes　wide　open．　For
now　I　have　fbrmed　a　chrysalis，　not　fbr　hibernation，　but　rather　fbr　anticipation　of
metamorphosis．　Chrysalid　shifモis　a　welcome　stage　in　my　quest　fbr　self　and　other
discovery．　This　is　my　metamorphic　journey　so　far．
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